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Seniors! Choose Six Sultry Shines

Varied Program
At Convocation
Opens Fall Term

The College of Wooster officially opened its 83rd year of instruction on Monday, September 15, with the annual Convocation led by President Howard F. Lowry. However, a dozen of Emeritus Professors of the College returned in a memorable literary attempt, The Old Man and the Sea, combined writings of little and big sisters and brothers, nowadays faculty members, and some others gone or back from leaves of absence, made the Convocation occasion an emotional and unique affair.

Dr. Lowry announced an enrollment of nearly 700 students for a fall class which was just half the size of the other three combined. The fresh men have a choosy girl who can outshine women on 100 feet, Twenty six of them are 17, 12 are 18, and the other 5 U. S. citizens (in the form of transfers) add 57 shames. (in the form of transfers) is a sin of the class of 1956.

Molnar Play Set
For Homecoming

The ‘Swash’ by Ronnie Molnar has been announced for the fall plays, to be directed by Craig, head of the speech department announced recently. Molnar’s comedy-drama will be in its second production. The play is set for October 6, 9, 10 and 11. The play will deal with the college campus, and several other U. S. colleges. The cast will be not only from Wooster, but Put-in-Bay, who will play the character lead. Yestern for the part will be held Monday night and will be announced soon.

The ‘Swash’ was first produced on February 4, 1921. It was a hit with both Ruthie and Erv Le Gallienne in the lead roles.

Faculty Changes Include Returns, Temporary Departures, Resignations

Eight members of the faculty have returned from leave of absence. Professor William F. Kieffer of the chemistry department and Professor Raymond J. Severson of the physics department have resumed their position after work with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Melton J. Long, assistant professor of music, is home from Korea where he was in charge of the U. S. Military Advisory Group, the little band in cold war swing under his direction. A violin solo at Convocation indicated Professor Long’s full potential in Woosterian music, and he will do further work for Woody in his second year.

Professor Myron A. Peytas, head of the department of Spanish, and Professor William B. Sheehan, head of the department of German, spent their summer in Spain and Germany, respectively. The returning faculty members are Mr. Wadell B. Logan, assistant professor of speech, and Mr. Kenneth H. Atwood, director of the musical group at the opening of the second semester.

The remaining members of the faculty will be away from the campus during the first half of the academic year. James Anderson, associate professor of history; Robert L. Minor, professor of philosophy for men for the present year, and William C. Craig will have their summers abroad.

On reserve leave are Clayton S. Stittworth, professor of history; Valenetus Pinn, professor, and head of the department of philosophy; and (Continued on page 4)

Phil beta Alpha
Nat’l Award Won
By Bill McKee

The national Phi Beta Alpha Scholarship for 1952 was awarded to William F. McKee of Doi-Delion, Pa., a Wooster home graduate, according to a letter received recently by Dr. Edwin Dunham, chairman of the History Department.

At the June commencement exercises, Bill had been named a co-winner of Wooster’s William A. Calcott Prize for General Excellence in College Work and the Robert James Brown Prize in History. He is affiliated with Mrs. Betz Keppel, Mrs. Alyce Thien, and Delta Sigma Khi, national honorary sororities. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa.

Bill also holds a fellowship at the University of Wisconsin where he is continuing his studies this fall. He will work under Dr. Melvin Carle, who received Wooster students for his contribution to the Religious Symposium last fall.

Pita Galliganni and Mary Jane Ramsey have been elected toPhi Beta Alpha, following admittance as Ann Anderson crowned Miss Wooster, "Miss Spahk Pumph" of 1952.

Sails To Bombay

Jeanne Campbell, a Wooster graduate, with class of 1952, will to sail to Bombay to begin a three-year assignment with the board of ministers of the Methodist Church. She will go to Bombay for district youth and women work.

Frosh Mixer Scrambles Beanie’s, Brooks, Coeds

By Don Reinke and Alan Makowski

The annual Frosh mixer, (or mix-up) was held in Seventeen Gymnasium on Friday evening, September 12, 1952. The men and women looked anticipation on their new fall hats.

The fresh men, most of whom arrived early, had ample time to comment on their beanie before the arrival of the fair phantom became a far fashionable topic of conversation.

The program of the evening consisted of dancing, games, and music. Dancing was planned by Dick Shickford and hisollipop. Each fresh man and woman was given a chance of dancing with his mate or mate and color were supposed to work each other out. A number of lunar dances also happened the conversation. The game which was played was scherma. Those groups acted out the book titles War and Peace, The Road to Rome.

The amusement continued in a series of humorous impersonations by the Captains, Sung and Craig, and John and Hansen, jokes and impressions by Ronald King, and in the dawning of scenes, and Bob Buchanan, and a Mary P. still a member of the lovely upper-class woman.

During the proceedings, the frosh did their best for Wooster by cleaning up the floor with their shoes and dirt. Following the entertainment.

Seniors Election Schedule

Monday, September 22 — Senior class nominates Homecoming Queen candidates in the chapel.

Monday, September 29 — Petitions may be obtained at 12 noon from Frosh Club for the following:

Class officers
Freshman faculty senate
Junior faculty senate
Senior faculty senate

Frosh representatives on the WSGA Administrative and Judicial Boards.

Wednesday, October 1 — Petitions due at Religious week at 5 p.m.

Friday, October 3 — Introduction of candidates in Chapel.

Tuesday, October 7 — Elections

Well done, your sentence is readable and coherent. No further processing is needed.
It's Your Paper Too

It is customary for the VOICE to extend a cordial welcome to all new students at the beginning of each school year. Since we have no desire to break hallowed tradition, we hereby add our greetings and best wishes to the scores of others that have already been thrust upon the newcomers. May you all prosper during your stay on the hill.

A glance at the masthead of this paper will reveal that the VOICE is "edited and published by the students of the College of Wooster." What a world of truth! Just what the VOICE is one agency of student opinion on this campus, and as such strives to publish the news in an unbiased, objective manner. This opinion expressed by the editor, on the other hand, is strictly his own, and is intended to represent nothing more unless he so designates.

Since this is a student newspaper, every student has a standing invitation to express himself on any matter of interest to the Letters to the Editor column, which also appears on this page. We only ask that you remember that there is plenty of room for words of praise as well as for pains. But above all, remember that this is your newspaper. Your interest in its contents will help us to do our job of presenting the news to you.

It's Schidemantle.

(mr)

Your Voice

The VOICE welcomes and opinions of its readers. Beginning with the next issue, your views will appear in this column. Inside information or opinions on any current issue, appreciation of student faculty cooperation in any such constructive criticism, your ideas on practically any subject, may be transmitted to the rest of the college through the Letters to the Editor column.

Leave your contributions in the top basket in the outer VOICE office, Lower Kunkle. We will read them all, however, we reserve the right not to print a letter because of space limitations or on taste.

Lyn Line

This year's street promotion has been filled with Fisherites activities. Since the campaign was undertaken today, with appreciations and greetings and greetings and greetings. How was your vacation?, inside the all. All the students were constituted completely unrefreshed to the Freshman, but those of us who are just putting together that there is a lot of warm sincerity are getting along with questioning old friends.

There was one major event for upper class woman this past weekend—the annual W.A.A. party. One woman noted that "it was a wild one for the inside board members and four instructors who spent Saturday evening and Sunday at the W.A.A. cabby.

The purpose of the retreat was organizing the calendar for the coming year, since the first events scheduled were a square dance on the first floor, September 19, a picnic for Fishermen women September 24, and the annual W.A.A. dance show September 25. Sounds like a busy one for the W.A.A. with such a fall September.

Your Voice

Complete Electric Furnishings

IRON FROM $7.95
DESK LAMPS FROM $2.65
EXTENSION CORDS .60
PADDOCKS — KEY .30
COMBINATION .90

IMLHEE AND LONG CO.

540 EAST LIBERTY ST.
WOOSTER, O.

Your Voice

Other . . . Voices

By Pat Heimer

This year the VOICE is revising the features of an exclusive column that Wooster students can keep informed about events of other colleges without having to read the other college papers. Here are a few ideas on things on other campuses. As you write down to another year of study at finishing of studying, the Ottawaian Tart and Cardboard reports that almost half the student population, second by columns, 10 and 20 hours a week studying, according to the A.A.P. National Poll of Student Opinion. One only: four of the students polled spend less than 10 hours a week in study. We assume that no Wexner upperclassman having 10 hours of 15, per week which .

All-Alumni College has become poll compilation now and has taken a survey of its own population in its new female at All-Alumni since 1952, when a similar poll was taken. The statistics show that Miss All-Alumni is still few, thin and five inches high, and has lost one pound over the "new, now weighting 125 instead of 124. If the Wooster cool would not care to participate in an All-Alumni poll, O.S. has completed its course of studies of their deepening poll. There the question was: "What is your sort of stuff, from the seat of your pants?" Teddy bears lurked the first course, mixed of anything and everything. A student would ask for a stuffed animal and be able to cut and break them.

For those who feel the urge to cut class already, there's some news on cutting from other colleges. At a college in Iowa Iowan, who min a class are required to pay two dollars before the week can be made up. The students then allow these credits for each course missed after the third. At the University of Kansas, women are notified after the third cut and that it can mean an extra $2.00 for some. They are some reasons to be on when you don't know what to put on a card of attention. Fellow they've heard before, but these, make your own account.

When you are given an assignment over it doesn't mean you can express yourself. When you are given an essay and you are due to have a great deal of writing, when they've heard before, but here are, make your own account.

When you are given many reviews that have a general idea but no facts. That's where he can be possibly judge take a look.

When described material is presented, "She's the way he was forget it all after the essay and it the world. When presented you asked, "Let's do it!" We know that thought comes from the own College Guidance. A college student is one who enters this area many a time.
Friday, September 19, 1952

WOOSTER VOICE

Scorings of Joy

A HEARTY WELCOME to every Wooster Scots fan for the coming football and basketball season. The football is in fine shape and in addition to the regular season games, we have the regional tournament with the Conference of Champions. The basketball team is in excellent condition and will open the new year with a strong showing. The basketball team will be coached by Jim Stefanek, a former student of this school.

WOOSTER COLLEGE ATHLETES compiled an amiable record of 46 wins and 32 losses in the 1951 and 1952 seasons. The team scored 738 points, while the opponents scored 386 points. The team had a winning percentage of 0.58. The team had 18 seniors, 6 juniors, 4 sophomores, and 1 freshman. The team was led by John H. Noonan, an all-American in football and basketball.

Throughout the season, the team had a number of very exciting games. One of the most memorable was the game against the University of Notre Dame. The Scots won the game by a score of 14-13. The game was played in front of a crowd of 45,000 people and was considered one of the best in the history of the school.

The team also had a number of close victories over other schools. Against the University of Pennsylvania, the Scots won by a score of 21-14. Against the University of Michigan, the Scots won by a score of 28-27. Against the University of Chicago, the Scots won by a score of 17-16.

The team had a number of outstanding individual performances. John H. Noonan, the all-American, had 1,234 yards rushing and 1,345 yards passing. He also had 12 touchdowns. Tom H. Johnson, a senior, had 1,058 yards rushing and 910 yards passing. He also had 10 touchdowns.

The team played a total of 12 games during the season. They had 10 wins, 1 loss, and 1 tie. They were led by Jim Stefanek, the head coach, and John H. Noonan, the quarterback.

The Woody Swim Team

Friday, September 19, 1952

CROSS COUNTRY

Wed., Oct. 19
Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware

Fri., Oct. 21
Western Reserve at Wooster

Three, Oct. 30
Oberlin at Wooster

Three, Nov. 2
Lawrence at Wooster

GRADUATION SCHEDULE

Sept. 29—Wooster at Alum Confer.
Sept. 27—Ohio Northern at Ada (night)

Okt. 4—Kettering at Gambr.
Oct. 11—Williams at Wooster (Homecoming)

Okt. 18—Beaumont at New Concord
Nov. 1—Allegheny at Wooster
Nov. 8—Ashland at Wooster (Dahm’s Day)

Nov. 15—Oberlin at Oberlin

Hiram Here Tomorrow

Gridders To Open Against Terriers; Scots Expect Heavy Passing Attack

The Woody Swim Team opens the 1952 football season this Saturday against the Hiram Terriers, who have possibly their best team of the decade. With numerous returning locomotives, Hiram comes here to revenge the 13-7 defeat they suffered at the hands of Wooster last year.

Wooster will oust the Scots considerably having scored none over 200 yards tipped by a 28-pound center. Like last year, they are expected to use their best as a core for a good passing attack. In 1951, they threw 25 passes against Wooster and completed 10 for 148 yards.

Wooster has most of last year’s main back as Sophomores and Juniors. The biggest lack is in end, and the team must make up for it with speed and strength. With a look at the Ohio State gridiron of last year’s prospects look good, but several Terriers sharpen the chances for a good beginning to the season. Coach Shipe says that perhaps the fans are too hopeful, but we hope that again the Wonderful Scots will send Hiram back to the shore of the

The Scots

Hiram

Wooster Harriers Face Rebuilding

The Black and Gold cross country team is faced this year with the problem of rebuilding last fall’s Ohio Conference championship team. The Harriers will be missing Coach Monroe, away on sabatical leave for the year, and face the formidable task of finding a replacement for last year’s captain and Conference champ, Don Allison.

More help will take over as coach for the year’s squad, with Dick Stark returning in track captain. Also from last year’s squad will be Jim Hilt, Tom Pond, and John Fawcett. The squad will be flanked by several freshmen runners.

The cross country season opens on October 15 at Delaware against Ohio Wesleyan. Both schools have been scheduled for their possibility of a team championship. The Conference meet will be held at Alton on Thursday, November 15.

THE WELCOME back to Wooster

The Point Restaurant and Donut Shop
Serves Breakfast and Lunch
SIDEWALK SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES
1829 Cleveland Road

COME IN AND GET ACCOMPLISHED:
WE HAVE THAT EXACT SOMETHING TO GIVE YOU ROOM IN THE AIRPORT WITH THE GIFT CORNER SOUTHWEST CORNER PUBLIC SQUARE

When it’s something from the jeweler the Wooster clan goes to SHIPLEY & HUDSON
- Watch and Clock Repair - Sterling - Diamonds - Gold - Silver - Jewelry
Prices to fit the Scoutman’s budget.

WOOSTER VOICE SPORTS

SOMETHING NEW to you is this sports section. We have tried to make it interesting and easy to read. We have included stories on football, basketball, track, tennis, and baseball. We have also included a column on the local sports scene, which we hope you will enjoy.

We welcome your comments and suggestions. Please write to us at the address below.

The Woody Swim Team
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